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Unsolicited commercial e-mail ("spam")' has emerged as one of the
most persistent annoyances of the twenty-first century, affecting individ-
ual e-mail users as well as multi-national corporations. Accordingly, both
private and public entities have made efforts to combat spam. Various pri-
vate filtering mechanisms employed by corporate entities, internet service
providers, and individual end-users have played a significant role in the
fight against spam. Numerous states have tried to curb spain by enacting
various legislative schemes. The federal government has attempted to do
its share by enacting federal legislation known as the Controlling the As-
sault of Non-Solicited Pornography and Marketings Act of 2003 (CAN-
SPAM Act).2 The CAN-SPAM Act is meant to provide a single legal
framework for dealing with spam, expressly preempting certain types of
state spain laws.

White Buffalo Ventures, LLC v. University of Texas at Austin3 is the
first Fifth Circuit case to consider any portion of the CAN-SPAM Act, and
is the first case ever to directly address the preemption provision of the
legislation. Specifically, the court analyzed the preemption clause of the
CAN-SPAM Act in order to determine whether the federal legislation pre-
empted the anti-sparn regulation of a state university. Furthermore, the
court examined whether anti-spain measures taken by the University of
Texas, which blocked the commercial speech of White Buffalo Ventures'
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1. The coining of the term "spam" to refer to unsolicited commercial e-mail de-

rives from a Monty Python skit featuring the meat product known as SPAM. As noted on
SPAM's corporate website, "Use of the term 'spam' was adopted as a result of the Monty
Python skit in which our SPAM meat product was featured. In this skit, a group of Vi-
kings sang a chorus of 'spam, sparn, spam .. .' in an increasing crescendo, drowning out
other conversation. Hence, the analogy applied because [unsolicited commercial e-mail]
was drowning out normal discourse on the Internet." See SPAM, SPAM and the Internet,
http://www.spam.com/ci/ciin.htm (last visited Mar. 10, 200).

2. Controlling the Assault of Non-Solicited Pornography and Marketings (CAN-
SPAM) Act of 2003, Pub. L No. 108-187, 117 Stat. 2699 (amending scattered sections of
15 U.S.C., 18 U.S.C., 28 U.S.C., and 47 U.S.C.).

3. 420 F.3d 366 (5th Cir. 2005).
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e-mails, were constitutional under the First Amendment. In White Buffalo,
the Fifth Circuit ultimately held that the CAN-SPAM Act did not preempt
the particular state regulation in question, and that the action taken by the
university was valid under the First Amendment. Given the enactment of
the CAN-SPAM Act and the filing of lawsuits involving the legislation, an
analysis of this recent noteworthy case involving the CAN-SPAM Act
serves as a relevant backdrop to discuss the larger implications and inher-
ent limitations of a legislative solution to spam.

Part I of this Note provides background on the spam problem, outlin-
ing various public and private efforts that have been taken to combat spam
and surveying the federal CAN-SPAM Act. Part II briefly details the legal
background of preemption analysis and the First Amendment standards of
commercial speech. Part III describes in detail the White Buffalo case.
Section IV.A evaluates the court's decision, examining both the strengths
and weaknesses of its First Amendment analysis and its reasoning with
respect to preemption. Finally, discussing non-legislative alternatives that
may more effectively prevent the harms associated with spam, Section
IV.B looks beyond White Buffalo and explores the deficiencies of the
CAN-SPAM Act and the inherent limitations of any legislative solution to
spam.

I. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

A. The Spam Problem
4It is estimated that over 13 billion spam messages are sent per day4-

more than two for every single human being on the planet. 5 Others esti-
mate the prevalence of spam to be significantly higher, claiming that spare
accounts for up to eighty percent of the estimated fifty-seven billion e-
mail messages that are sent every day.6 Spam of course would not be pos-
sible without e-mail, which traces its existence back to 1969 with the crea-
tion of ARPANET, a network of computer systems maintained by the
military, defense contractors, and universities.7 Commercial spam was
born in April 1994, when two lawyers discovered it was possible to send

4. Evan I. Schwartz, Spam Wars, TECH. REV., July-Aug. 2003, at 32, 34.
5. This figure assumes that the current population of the world in January 2006 is

approximately 6.494 billion. U.S. Census Bureau, World Population Information, http://
www.census.gov/ipc/www/world.html (last visited Jan. 25, 2006).

6. Adam Hamel, Note, Will the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003 Finally Put a Lid on Un-
solicited E-Mail?, 39 NEw ENG. L. REV. 961 (2005).

7. JANET ABBATE, INVENTING THE INTERNET 43-45 (1999).
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an electronic advertisement for immigration law services to approximately
6,000 online newsgroups. 8

The presence of spain increased dramatically as the usage of e-mail
became widespread during the mid-1990s, when the internet's popularity
and usage skyrocketed. 9 Spam has proliferated in large part because it is
inexpensive; commercial advertising via spain is far cheaper than through
conventional mail. 10 As most anyone who has used e-mail is well aware,
spam can be quite a significant annoyance. Yet beyond wasted time and
frustration for personal e-mail users, in recent years spain has been esti-
mated to cost $10 billion annually in worker productivity in the U.S.
alone. 11

Given the scope of the spain problem, both private and public entities
have made efforts to curb the ubiquitous nuisance. Private e-mail users
and internet service providers (ISPs) use various forms of filtering tech-
nology in order to stop spain from reaching e-mail inboxes. 12 Both state
and federal legislators have attempted to address the issue-by 2003
thirty-six states had enacted anti-spam laws. 3 Most of these state spain
laws incorporate an opt-out system-allowing spammers to send spam to
recipients that had no previous contact with the advertising company
unless the recipients affirmatively opt out-and included a subject label-
ing requirement, which forced complying spammers to identify spam as an
advertisement by including the label "ADV" in the subject field of the e-
mail. 14 On the federal level, numerous bills have been debated and re-
jected in recent years. Indeed, during the 106th and 107th Congress, from
1999 to 2002, nineteen bills dealing with spam were introduced, and all

8. See LAURENCE A. CANTER & MARTHA SIEGEL, HOW TO MAKE A FORTUNE ON
THE INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY 21-22(1994).

9. See ABBATE, supra note 7, at 181.
10. See Press Release, ConsumersUnion.org, Consumer Reports Shows You How to

Stop Spam from Stalking You (July 8, 2003), http://www.consumersunion.org/pub/core_
product-safety/0002 10.html.

11. Schwartz, supra note 4, at 34.
12. See Jeffrey D. Sullivan & Michael B. de Leeuw, Spam After CAN-Spam: How

Inconsistent Thinking Has Made a Hash Out of Unsolicited Commercial E-Mail Policy,
20 SANTA CLARA COMPUTER & HIGH TECH. L.J. 887, 920-22 (2004) (discussing the vari-
ous filtering mechanisms that have arisen in response to spam).

13. Roger Allan Ford, Comment, Preemption of State Spam Laws by the Federal
CAN-SPAMAct, 72 U. CHI. L. REv. 355, 356 (2005).

14. See David E. Sorkin, Spam Laws by State, http://www.spamlaws.com/state/
index.html (last visited Mar. 10, 2006).
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ultimately failed.' 5 During the 108th session, Congress finally passed the
CAN-SPAM Act, which became effective on January 1, 2004.16

B. The CAN-SPAM Act

The CAN-SPAM Act targets "email whose primary purpose is adver-
tising or promoting a commercial product or service, including content on
a Web site."' 7 The law's five major provisions are as follows: (1) a ban on
false or misleading header ("From," "To," and routing information) in-
formation in e-mails; (2) a prohibition of deceptive subject lines; (3) a re-
quirement that commercial e-mails give recipients an opt-out method to
avoid receiving such e-mails in the future; (4) a requirement that commer-
cial e-mail be identified as an advertisement (but not necessarily in the
subject line of the e-mail); and (5) a requirement that the message include
the sender's valid physical postal address. 18 Violations of any of the above
provisions can result in a fine of up to $11,000.'9 Notably, the legislation
does not provide for a private right of action. Only the U.S. Department of
Justice, the Federal Trade Commission, state attorneys general, and ISPs
have the ability to bring a cause of action under the CAN-SPAM Act.20

The CAN-SPAM Act was created with the express purpose of provid-
ing a universal framework for national regulation of spam; thus the legis-
lation is intended to preempt and override the varying state laws dealing
with electronic mail. The CAN-SPAM Act's express preemption provision
reads:

This Act supersedes any statute, regulation, or rule of a State or
political subdivision of a State that expressly regulates the use of
electronic mail to send commercial messages, except to the ex-
tent that any such statute, regulation, or rule prohibits falsity or
deception in any portion of a commercial electronic mail mes-
sage or information attached thereto.2'

Therefore, although the CAN-SPAM Act is intended to preempt signifi-
cant portions of state spam laws, the legislation is not intended to preempt

15. See David E. Sorkin, Federal Spam Laws, http://www.spamlaws.com/federal/
index.html (last visited Mar. 10, 2006).

16. CAN-SPAM Act, Pub. L. No. 108-187, 117 Stat. 2699.
17. FTC, THE CAN-SPAM ACT: REQUIREMENTS FOR COMMERCIAL EMAILERS 1

(2004), available at http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/conline/pubsIbuspubs/canspam.pdf.
18. Id. at 2.
19. Id.
20. See 15 U.S.C. § 7706 (2000); Jacquelyn Trussell, Is the CAN-SPAMAct the An-

swer to the Growing Problem of Spam?, 16 LoY. CONSUMER L. REv. 175, 183 (2004).
21. 15 U.S.C. § 7707(b)(1).
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portions of state laws that relate to acts of fraud or computer crime, or
other state laws that are not specific to electronic mail.22 In preempting
numerous state laws that were actually more stringent than the CAN-
SPAM Act itself, the legislation can be seen as creating a preemptive ceil-
ing that has limited the more restrictive nature of state laws dealing with
spam.

In addition to the preemption clause, the CAN-SPAM Act also has a
specific carve out for entities that are exempt from any possible preemp-
tive effect.23 The relevant portion of the legislation states that "[n]othing in
this Act shall be construed to have any effect on the lawfulness or unlaw-
fulness... of the adoption, implementation, or enforcement by a provider
of Internet access service of a policy of declining to transmit, route, relay,
handle, or store certain types of electronic mail messages." 24

In theory, federal spam legislation was expected to be a more effective
and uniform tool in combating spam than the patchwork of numerous con-
flicting state laws. Yet the CAN-SPAM Act has been viewed as less re-
strictive, and ultimately less effective.26 In a sense, the CAN-SPAM Act
can be perceived as outlining "rules of conduct" for those who send spain,
rather than attempting to eliminate the existence of spain altogether. 27

Some argue that the relatively lax nature of the legislation seems to be the
result of multiple competing interests, including lobbying efforts by busi-
nesses and marketing groups concerned with limitations on advertising.28

As is stands now, neither state nor federal attempts appear to have had any
meaningful effect on reducing the aggregate level of spam.29

In summary, the CAN-SPAM Act was intended to provide a more uni-
versal framework for addressing spam, although it does not yet appear that

22. See id. § 7707(b)(2)(A)-(B).
23. See id. § 7707(c).
24. Id.
25. Ford, supra note 13, at 358.
26. Lily Zhang, Note, The CAN-SPAMAct: An Insufficient Response to the Growing

Spam Problem, 20 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 301, 320 (2005).
27. Dominique-Chantale Alepin, "Opting-Out": A Technical, Legal and Practical

Look at the CAN-Spain Act of2003, 28 COLUM. J.L. & ARTs 41, 43 (2004).
28. See W. Parker Baxter, Has Spam Been Canned? Consumers, Marketers, and the

Making of the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003, 8 N.Y.U. J. LEGIS. & PUB. POL'Y 163, 167-70
(2004).

29. Ford, supra note 13, at 356. Although it appears that the CAN-SPAM Act has
had no significant effect on reducing the overall level of spare sent, it does seem that the
legislation has reduced the relative amount of pornographic sparn. Alepin, supra note 27,
at 43. Pornographic spare, once 21.8% of overall spare in 2003, reduced dramatically to
4.8% in early 2004. Id. The degree to which this reduction is directly or indirectly related
to the CAN-SPAM Act is debatable. See id.
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the legislation has succeeded in that endeavor. In this pursuit of uniform-
ity, the legislation was created with the express purpose to preempt state
anti-spain laws, some of which are more stringent than the CAN-SPAM
Act itself. Yet the CAN-SPAM Act explicitly states that internet service
providers are not subject to the provisions of the legislation, and thus
maintain the right to implement and enforce their own measures in dealing
with spare. As will become evident, although an alternative interpretation
would have ultimately led to the same result, the White Buffalo court's in-
terpretation of the CAN-SPAM Act's preemption and exemption provi-
sions undoubtedly played a role in determining the path that the court took
in its preemption holding.

II. LEGAL BACKGROUND

A. Preemption Doctrine

Given the categorical preemption clause in the CAN-SPAM Act, ques-
tions arise as to whether the federal law actually supersedes or preempts a
particular state law. The doctrine of preemption-when a federal law takes
precedence over a conflicting state law-has its origins in the Supremacy
Clause of the United States Constitution. 30 The Supreme Court has eluci-
dated two traditional scenarios where preemption occurs.31 The first sce-
nario is when a federal law expressly preempts state or local law. 32 The
second scenario is where preemption is not expressly stated, but rather,
implied as a result of a clear congressional intent to preempt state or local
law.33 When, as with the CAN-SPAM Act, a law contains an express pro-
vision detailing its preemptive power over state laws, there is no need to
infer any congressional intent as to preemption.34

Yet although a federal law may contain an express preemption provi-
sion, the exact scope of what state or local laws are preempted is not nec-
essarily clear.35 Since the power to supersede state law is "an extraordi-
nary power in a federalist system," a court must be able to ascertain not
only that the federal legislation expressly permits preemption, but also the

30. U.S. CONST. art. VI, cl. 2.
31. ERWIN CHEMERINSKY, CONSTITUTIONAL LAW: PRINCIPLES AND POLICIES 376

(2d ed. 2002).
32. Id.
33. Id.
34. See Cipollone v. Liggett Group, Inc., 505 U.S. 504, 517 (1991).
35. See id.
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precise scope of the particular state law that is preempted.36 Given the sen-
sitivity of this determination, the Supreme Court has adopted a principle
creating a presumption against preemption of state law.37 As the Fifth Cir-
cuit noted in White Buffalo, "Supremacy Clause analysis is classic tie goes
to the state jurisprudence, and the existence of an express preemption pro-
vision does not always plainly demarcate what the federal law expressly
preempts."

38

The question of whether federal law preempts a particular state law is
one of the questions directly raised in the White Buffalo case. Although
Congress may have included an explicit preemption provision within the
CAN-SPAM Act, the judicial tendency to maintain a presumption against
federal preemption of state law in uncertain circumstances arises in the
White Buffalo case.

B. Commercial Speech Under the First Amendment

Irrespective of preemption concerns about whether spam is regulated
on the federal or state level, the issue of constitutionality is bound to arise
in any scenario where speech (in the case of White Buffalo, commercial
speech via spam) is being regulated or silenced. In the context of anti-
spam legislation, First Amendment concerns are implicated because spam,
although communicated through the medium of the internet and e-mail, is
nonetheless commercial speech.

The determination of whether a regulation by a public entity violates
First Amendment rights with respect to commercial speech requires appli-
cation of the four-prong test set out by the Supreme Court in Central Hud-
son Gas & Electric Corp. v. Public Service Commission.39 In Central
Hudson, the Court held that in order to determine the legality of commer-
cial speech regulation, it is necessary to consider: (1) whether the speech
is unlawful or misleading; (2) whether the interest expressed by the gov-
ernment is substantial; (3) whether the state action directly promotes that
interest; and (4) whether the state action is more extensive than necessary
to promote that interest.40

In applying the four-part test, the Supreme Court has held that with re-
spect to the second prong, although a governmental entity may assert that
a challenged statute serves multiple interests, only one of the interests

36. See Gregory v. Ashcroft, 501 U.S. 452, 460 (1991); White Buffalo, 420 F.3d at
370.

37. White Buffalo, 420 F.3d at 370.
38. Id. (internal quotations omitted) (emphasis omitted).
39. 447 U.S. 557 (1980).
40. Id. at 566.
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must be substantial. 41 Furthermore, as to the third prong, the Court has
held that the burden to prove that a speech restriction directly and materi-
ally advances the asserted governmental interest

is not satisfied by mere speculation or conjecture; rather, a gov-
ernmental body seeking to sustain a restriction on commercial
speech must demonstrate that the harms it recites are real and
that its restriction will in fact alleviate them to a material de-
gree .... We have observed that this requirement is critical; oth-
erwise, a State could with ease restrict commercial speech in the
service of other objectives that could not themselves justify a
burden on commercial expression.a2

Yet, under the Central Hudson analysis, no single factor is dispositive.
The Court has stated that "all [factors] are important and, to a certain ex-
tent, interrelated: Each raises a relevant question that may not be disposi-
tive to the First Amendment inquiry, but the answer to which may inform
a judgment concerning the other three. 43 Thus a court must consider and
weigh all four Central Hudson factors when determining whether an as-
serted governmental interest is sufficient to justify a regulation on com-
mercial speech.

III. THE WHITE BUFFALO CASE

As previously noted, White Buffalo Ventures, LLC v. University of
Texas at Austin is the first Fifth Circuit case to consider any portion of the
CAN-SPAM Act, and is the first case to deal with the preemption provi-
sion of the legislation.44 The White Buffalo court analyzed the preemption
clause of the CAN-SPAM Act in order to determine whether the legisla-
tion preempted the University of Texas' anti-spam regulation.45 The court
also examined whether such anti-sparn measures, which blocked the
commercial speech of White Buffalo Ventures' e-mails, were constitu-

46tionally permissible under the First Amendment. In White Buffalo the
Fifth Circuit ultimately held in favor of the university, finding that the
CAN-SPAM Act did not preempt the particular state regulation in ques-
tion and that the action taken by the university was valid under the First

41. See Bolger v. Youngs Drug Prods. Corp., 463 U.S. 60, 71 (1983).
42. Greater New Orleans Broad. Ass'n, Inc. v. United States, 527 U.S. 173, 188

(1999) (internal citations and quotations omitted).
43. Id. at 183-84.
44. 420 F.3d at 371.
45. Id. at 368-69.
46. Id.
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Amendment.47 The following two Sections detail the factual background
of the case and describe the specific holding of the court, setting the stage
for both an assessment of the court's decision and a discussion regarding
the limitations of any legislative solution to spam.

A. Factual Background

The University of Texas at Austin ("UT") provides free internet access
48and e-mail addresses to its faculty, staff, and students. UT engages in a

policy of blocking various types of incoming spam, regardless of its
source authenticity or commercial content.49 Under the rules promulgated
by the Board of Regents of the University of Texas System ("the Re-
gents"), UT's technology department implements procedures to block in-
coming, unsolicited, commercial e-mails, and to stop the initial transmis-
sion of such e-mails.5 °

White Buffalo Ventures operates multiple online dating services, in-
cluding "longhornsingles.com," a website which targets UT students. 51 In
February 2003, White Buffalo, via a Public Information Act request,
sought all "non-confidential, non-exempt email addresses" in possession
of UT.52 UT responded by revealing all such e-mail addresses. 53 Several
months later, in April 2003, White Buffalo began sending commercial
spain-which complied with the requirements of the CAN-SPAM Act-to
selected members of the UT community.54 After receiving complaints re-
garding unsolicited e-mails from White Buffalo, "UT investigated and de-
termined that White Buffalo had indeed sent unsolicited emails to tens of
thousands of UT email account-holders. '55 Soon thereafter, UT sent a
cease and desist letter, with which White Buffalo refused to comply.56 Ac-
cordingly, UT blocked all incoming e-mail originating from White Buf-
falo's IP address.57

47. Id. at 369.
48. Id.
49. Id.
50. Id.
51. Id.
52. Id.
53. Id.
54. Id.
55. Id.
56. Id.
57. Id. at 369-70.
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In the lower district court case, White Buffalo sought to enjoin UT
from blocking its mass commercial e-mails. 58 White Buffalo claimed that
UT violated the First Amendment and the Equal Protection Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment. 59 Additionally, White Buffalo claimed that UT's
anti-spain policy was preempted by federal law-the CAN-SPAM Act. 60

Ironically, using a federal anti-spain law as a defense, White Buffalo ar-
gued that the CAN-SPAM Act preempted UT's anti-sparn regulation; thus,
its spam could not be blocked since it was in compliance with the provi-
sions of the CAN-SPAM Act.6

Both parties moved for summary judgment, and the district court
granted summary judgment in UT's favor.62 On appeal to the Fifth Circuit,
White Buffalo challenged the district court's ruling on the grounds that the
CAN-SPAM Act preempted UT's internal anti-spain policy and that the
policy violated White Buffalo's First Amendment rights.63

B. The Fifth Circuit Decision

The Fifth Circuit held "that the CAN-SPAM Act [did] not preempt
UT's anti-spain policy." 64 Furthermore, while reserving judgment on
whether state university e-mail servers constitute a public or private fo-
rum, the court held that UT's "policy [was] permissible under [its] First
Amendment commercial speech jurisprudence. '" 65

1. Preemption Under the CAN-SPAMAct

The court found that the CAN-SPAM Act's preemption provision
"[was] in tension with plain text found elsewhere in the Act, and that [this]
tension trigger[ed] the presumption against preemption." 66 The court
based its holding on the apparent ambiguity created by the interplay be-
tween the CAN-SPAM Act's preemption clause and the carve-out for enti-
ties exempt from any possible preemptive effect. 6 7 The court reasoned that
Congress, in drafting the CAN-SPAM Act, did not anticipate the scenario
where the state entity is itself the provider of internet access-a conclusion

58. White Buffalo Ventures, LLC v. University of Texas at Austin, No. A-03-CA-
296-SS, 2004 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 19152, at *5 (W.D. Tex. Mar. 22, 2004).

59. Id.
60. [d. at *5-*6.
61. See id.
62. Id. at *24.
63. White Buffalo, 420 F.3d at 368-69.
64. Id. at 369.
65. Id. (emphasis omitted).
66. Id. at 372.
67. See id.
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that the court reached as a result of the supposedly competing and contra-
dictory provisions in the statute, which, according to the court, both ex-
pressly preempted and expressly excepted the factual scenario presented in
the case.

68

Correspondingly, the court reiterated that "[s]uch tension, created by
the text of the statute, [left it] unwilling to overrule the strong presumption
against preemption." 69 Therefore, the court found that the Regents' rules
(UT's anti-spain policy) are "valid under the Supremacy Clause" of the
Constitution, and are not preempted by the CAN-SPAM Act.70

2. Commercial Speech Under the First Amendment

As previously noted, the four-part test defined by Central Hudson is
used to determine whether or not a regulation by a public entity violates
First Amendment commercial speech rights.7' The White Buffalo court
easily determined that the first prong-whether the speech is unlawful or
misleading-was not an issue, as both parties agreed that White Buffalo's
commercial spam was legal and contained factually accurate informa-
tion.72 Under the second prong-whether the interest expressed by the
government is substantial-UT stated two primary interests for executing
its spam policy: "(1) safeguarding the time and interests of those with UT
email accounts ('user efficiency') and (2) protecting the efficiency of its
networks and servers ('server efficiency')." 73 In assessing the substantial-
ity of these two interests, the court criticized the latter server efficiency
argument as a "chronically over-used and under-substantiated" interest

68. See id. at 373-74. Given this apparent conflict, in a somewhat amusing yet un-
doubtedly instructive fashion, the court used a Venn diagram to illustrate the intersection
that the court believed Congress did not envision-where a state actor is also the provider
of internet service. Id.

69. Id. at 374.
70. Id. The court spent significant time dissecting the lower district court's decision.

The Fifth Circuit court criticized various aspects of the district court's holding with re-
spect to preemption, including the fact that the district court stated that "UT is certainly a
provider of Internet access service to its students." Id. at 373. The court took issue with
the district court's failure to reference the statutory definition of an internet service pro-
vider within the CAN-SPAM Act, which borrowed the definition from the Internet Tax
Freedom Act. See id. Ultimately, while academically balancing the arguments on either
side, the court nonetheless held that UT "falls within the ambit" of the CAN-SPAM Act's
definition of an internet service provider. See id.

71. Cent. Hudson Gas & Elec. Corp. v. Pub. Serv. Comm'n, 447 U.S. 557, 566
(1980); see supra Section II.B.

72. White Buffalo, 420 F.3d at 374.
73. Id.
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asserted by parties.74 In contrast, the court accepted UT's user efficiency
argument, acknowledging "as substantial the government's gate-keeping
interest in protecting users of its email network from the hassle associated
with unwanted spam."75

In assessing the third prong-whether the state (UT's) action directly
promotes that interest-the court promptly found that "there can be no se-
rious dispute that UT's anti-spam policy.., directly advance[d] both in-
terests." 6 Finally, under the fourth and traditionally most difficult in-
quiry-whether the state action is more extensive than necessary to pro-
mote the stated interest-the court accepted UT's anti-spam policy as no
more extensive than necessary in order to meet UT's user efficiency inter-
est.77 As to server efficiency, the court rejected the proposition that UT's
actions were no more extensive than necessary to secure its second sub-
stantial interest-the efficiency of its servers. 78 Given that record testi-
mony illustrates White Buffalo's ability to send a restricted volume of e-
mail at off-peak times, the court found that there was a "poor fit between
UT's restrictions and the substantial interest in server efficiency." 79

However, because UT justified at least one of its substantial interests
under the user efficiency rationale, the court held that UT's anti-spam pol-
icy survived First Amendment scrutiny and was constitutionally permissi-
ble under Central Hudson, irrespective of UT's failure to support its server
efficiency argument.8 0

74. Id. at 375.
75. Id. at 374-75.
76. Id. at 375.
77. Id. at 376.
78. Id.
79. Id. at 377 (emphasis omitted).
80. Id. at 378. As the court pointed out, in order to pass the muster of Central Hud-

son, a "governmental entity may assert that a statute serves multiple interests, and only
one of those need be substantial." Id. In light of its holding with respect to a public forum
under Central Hudson, and because the court reasoned that the First Amendment ques-
tion would have been easily resolved if UT's servers were considered a private forum, the
court reserved judgment as to whether a public university e-mail network constitutes a
public or private forum. See id. In a brief footnote, the court pointed out that so long as
the regulation is view-point neutral, regulation of a private forum is acceptable under
First Amendment jurisprudence. See id. at 374 n. 15. Thus the court reasoned: "[i]f we
determine that this particular regulation would satisfy either situation, we need not re-
solve the dicey but admittedly important question of the public versus private forum
status of public university email servers." Id.
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IV. DISCUSSION

A. Assessing the White Buffalo Decision

The White Buffalo court reached the proper result: UT Austin should
have the right to regulate spam sent to its students via UT Austin's servers.
Yet, although the court's reasoning was cogent and well elucidated with
respect to the First Amendment analysis, the court's preemption analysis
was circuitous.

In analyzing preemption, the court relied unnecessarily on an apparent
contradiction within the provisions of the legislation, and went a round-
about way in achieving what should have been clear on the face of the
CAN-SPAM Act itself-there is an exemption for ISPs, and UT Austin
was functioning as an ISP. The fact that the CAN-SPAM Act explicitly
preempts state law, but at the same time also explicitly exempts ISPs,
needlessly occupied much of the court's attention. The CAN-SPAM Act
need not have specifically identified whether policies implemented by
state-administered ISPs (as was the case with UT Austin) are preempted or
not. In the end, although the court's reasoning may have been indirect and
unnecessarily exhaustive, the result is the same. ISPs have the authority
and autonomy to regulate the spam that is sent over their servers.

In contrast, the court's reasoning with respect to commercial free
speech was cogently and adeptly applied. The court's use of the Central
Hudson test evinced a nuanced understanding of the relevant concerns
with respect to e-mail technology. Specifically, the court's distinction be-
tween user and server efficiency displayed a sophisticated understanding
of the legitimate technological concerns surrounding spam. As the court
noted, the server efficiency argument is one that may be intuitively appeal-
ing, but it is not always factually accurate. The court recognized as much
when it noted that "[s]uffer the servers is among the most chronically
over-used and under-substantiated interests asserted by parties . . . in-
volved in Internet litigation." 81 Rather than merely accepting at face value
the argument that UT's servers would be harmed by the transmission of
White Buffalo's spam, the court displayed an understanding of the techno-
logical realities of server efficiency, and demanded that there be some
proof illustrating that the blocked spam posed a legitimate threat to server
efficiency.

82

Similarly, the court was accurate in its recognition that user efficiency,
in contrast to server efficiency, was in fact a valid and legitimate concern.

81. Id. at 375 (internal quotations omitted).
82. See id. at 377.
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As most owners of e-mail accounts would agree, protecting users of an e-
mail network from encountering the hassle of unwanted spam should be
an acceptable and legitimate function of any responsible internet service
provider.

Despite the court's cogent treatment of legitimate regulatory interests,
its failure to decide whether a state university e-mail server is public or
private fora clearly leaves open future questions with respect to a state
university's ability to regulate speech. Courts tend to be conservative
about answering unnecessary constitutional questions, and the court's re-
frain in this decision is therefore understandable.

One significant question the court not only left open, but actually cre-
ated by its own words, is the extent to which spam filtering and blocking
must be content and viewpoint neutral in order to be valid under the First
Amendment. More specifically, in a brief and seemingly innocuous paren-
thetical, the court left the door wide open to the potential for future con-
flict within Fifth Circuit case law. 83 The opinion states that "UT may
block otherwise lawful commercial spam (as long as the blocks are con-
tent- and viewpoint-neutral). 84 Given that the court made such a declara-
tion, it should have elucidated the concept and defined the scope of such a
principle.

The court could have been clearer as to its meaning; was it only refer-
ring to the blocking of an IP address, or was it also referring to filtering
mechanisms that necessarily must focus on content? If the court was refer-
ring to filtering mechanisms, the practical implications of such a rule
would be quite significant, essentially preventing any filtering scheme
from screening out spam based on content. This oversight could leave
open the potential for future First Amendment challenges in scenarios
where e-mail regulation occurs by methods of content regulation (such as
filtering pornographic spain or pharmaceutical marketing spam on the ba-
sis of particular words). It would seem that any reasonable filtering
scheme by an ISP would include a system that filters and blocks spam on
the basis of content. Put simply, filtering out the word "Viagra" would cer-
tainly allow a spam filter to function more effectively. Clearly, such a po-
sition-that spam blocking and filtering must be content and viewpoint
neutral---could be problematic as a policy matter, resulting in greater dif-

83. See U.T. v. Longhornsingles.com Part 2 - state email filtering, Technology and
Marketing Law Blog (Sep. 14, 2005), http://blog.ericgoldman.org/archives/2005/09/ut_v
_longhornsi.htm (pointing out the problematic aspects of the court's parenthetical regard-
ing content and viewpoint neutrality).

84. White Buffalo, 420 F.3d at 376.
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ficulty in curbing spam. This oversight by the court will likely have to be
addressed and clarified in a later case.

B. Beyond the CAN-SPAM Act and White Buffalo

On a broader level, White Buffalo serves as a reminder of the weak-
nesses of the CAN-SPAM Act itself and the need for more effective tools
in combating spam. The fact that the CAN-SPAM Act is being used by
spammers as a litigation tool speaks to the inadequacy of the legislation in
effectively combating spam. 85 Furthermore, it can be argued that the legis-
lation was motivated by lobbyists re-couching the spain issue as one about
dishonest and deceptive spam, rather than about the negative effects of
huge amounts of mass commercial e-mail.86 It has also been said that the
CAN-SPAM Act is more symbolic than it is substantive, serving as a to-
ken to which Congress can point to in order to claim they are dealing with
spam.

87

In light of the numerous deficiencies of the CAN-SPAM Act, many
commentators take the position that stricter legislation is needed to more
effectively combat the problem of spam. 88 For example, opt-in procedures,
such as those that existed in California state law prior to the passage of the
CAN-SPAM Act, could be a more effective way of preventing the trans-
mission of spam. 89 Opt-in procedures would require senders of spain to
have received permission from potential recipients before the legal deliv-
ery of spam could take place. This policy would clearly have a devastating
effect on the ability to advertise to new customers via spam. An opt-in sys-
tem would also be more in line with the global community's approach to-
wards dealing with spam.90 More effective legislation could also require
that spain contain a label in the subject line of the message identifying the
mail as spam, a feature which is found in many of the now-preempted
state laws.9' The subject line label requirement was a feature of at least
one of the proposed anti-spain bills in Congress, which ultimately failed to
be incorporated into the initial enactment of the CAN-SPAM Act.92 Fi-

85. See Zhang, supra note 26, at 324.
86. See Ray Everett-Church, It's Not Called "Can" Spam for Nothing, CNET

NEWS.COM, Dec. 16, 2003, http://news.com.com/2010-1028-5125192.html.
87. Erica Hallace Kikuchi, Note, Spam in a Box: Amending CAN-SPAM & Aiming

Toward a Global Solution, 10 B.U. J. Sci. & TECH. L. 263, 284 (2004).
88. See, e.g., id.
89. See id. at 285.
90. See id. at 284.
91. See Jordan M. Blanke, Canned Spam: New State and Federal Legislation At-

tempts to Put a Lid On It, 7 COMP. L. REv. & TECH. J. 305, 308 (2004).
92. Id. at316.
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nally, incorporating a private right of action into federal legislation could
also potentially create a more robust anti-spam legislation. 93

It should be noted that the First Amendment remains as an upward
limit on all spain legislation. The more restrictive the span legislation, the
greater the concern is with respect to a violation of First Amendment prin-
ciples. Legislation that would be most effective at eliminating spam alto-
gether is legislation that makes all forms of unsolicited commercial e-mail
per se illegal. Yet such a law would have a chilling effect on First
Amendment rights and would undoubtedly be subject to countless consti-
tutional challenges. Given this, the efficacy of anti-spain laws must always
be balanced against the restrictions that are being placed on the freedom of
speech.

A relevant question emerging from the debate surrounding the CAN-
SPAM Act is whether legislation serves as the most effective means of
combating spam. The most efficacious solution may lie outside the do-
main of state or federal legislatures. The technological progress that has
served to facilitate the rapid growth of spam may also provide the answer
as to how to address the pervasive nature of spam. Market-driven techno-
logical innovations may provide a more efficient and useful means of
curbing spam. Stopping spain at its source-as legislation attempts to
do-makes sense intuitively, but such a method is futile if senders of span
simply ignore the law. For example, even if revised spam legislation re-
quired an opt-in procedure, such strict requirements would be in vain if
spammers simply played by the same rules, or lack thereof, that they do
now.

Stopping spam at the point of reception, rather than inception, may be
more effective. That is, a well-designed spam filter may be far more effec-
tive at diminishing the nuisance of spam than a legislator ever could be. It
is clear that a significant cost associated with spain is the inefficiency that
is created by e-mail inboxes filled with a greater amount of spam than le-
gitimate e-mail.94 Properly designed spam filters may resolve these issues
in a manner that the law cannot reach. Filters at the consumer level would
not be subject to the First Amendment concerns noted above-an individ-
ual e-mail user could filter and effectively block all spain messages to
their heart's content. This is not to say that legislation has no role in this
process, but merely that superior filtering technology may, as the CAN-

93. See id.
94. See Hamel, supra note 6, at 968 (noting that the loss of productivity from sorting

through unfiltered spam has an effect on a company's bottom line).
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SPAM Act itself recognizes, 95 complement legislation and serve as an
even more effective solution to the problems that are associated with
spam.

Admittedly, the costs incurred from sent spain would still exist; even
filtered spam consumes a portion of an ISPs bandwidth and uses recipi-
ents' connection time and computer space. 96 Yet this raises questions
about the true nature of the spain problem: Is the cost of spam actually a
function of front-end costs such as server efficiency and ISP connection
time? Or is the harm more directly associated with the inefficiency and
nuisance created by consumer and business users sifting through unfiltered
e-mail inboxes? The latter seems to be a more apt characterization of the
nature of the problem.97 Recall the White Buffalo court's recognition of
this point with respect to UT; the court agreed with UT's user efficiency
argument but dismissed the server efficiency argument as unsubstanti-
ated.98 Furthermore, although many would argue that a significant prob-
lem of spam filtering is that it tends to be over- or under-inclusive, the
creation of innovative and increasingly superior filtering technology
should continue to address and minimize this problem. 99

It appears that recent improvements in technology may already be fill-
ing the legislative gaps-a 2005 Pew Report on spam illustrated that re-
cipients are "minding [spam] less" and that "the findings from almost one
year ago might have represented a spike or a high point, rather than a
growing negative trend of the impact of spam on the internet experi-
ence." 10 In light of the fact that aggregate levels of spain have only in-
creased since the passage of CAN-SPAM, the fact that spain recipients are
finding spam more manageable may signal that technological innovations
are alleviating the spam nuisance where legislation has not.

95. The CAN-SPAM Act itself notes the insufficiency of legislation as the sole
means to combat spam. As the findings of the CAN-SPAM Act state, "The problems
associated with the rapid growth and abuse of unsolicited commercial electronic mail
cannot be solved by Federal legislation alone. The development and adoption of techno-
logical approaches... will be necessary as well." 15 U.S.C. § 7701(a)(12) (2000).

96. See Zhang, supra note 26, at 305-06.
97. See supra note 94.
98. See supra notes 74-75.
99. See, e.g., Paul Graham, Better Bayesian Filtering (Jan. 2003), at http://www.

paulgraham.com/better.html (discussing the increased performance of Bayesian filtering
mechanisms).

100. Deborah Fellows, Pew Internet & American Life Data Memo: CAN-SPAM a
year later (Apr. 2005), available at http://www.pewinternet.org/pdfs/PIPSpam-Ap5.
pdf.
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Other innovative means of addressing spam also exist. Yahoo! created
an authentication system whereby a system sending an e-mail message
could embed a secure, private key in a message header. 01 The receiving
system would thus be able to verify the public key registered to the send-
ing domain, and messages sent from unverified and unauthentic sources
would correspondingly be blocked. °2 Microsoft has proposed the Penny
Black Project, where spam senders would pay a fee to recipients (of
spam), thereby reducing the aggregate amount of spain by increasing its
overall cost.'0 3 Although the administrative difficulties of such a plan may
be significant, the point is that other market-driven means of curbing spam
exist as alternatives and complements to a singular legislative solution.

Finally, internet users must assess the costs on each side of this equa-
tion. What exactly is the tradeoff between technological solutions (such as
under-inclusive or over-inclusive filters) and stronger legislation? Techno-
logical solutions may not provide an immediate or perfect answer, yet
problems such as over-inclusive filters may be significantly less harmful
than relying on strict and over-inclusive legislation. Notwithstanding the
inherent enforcement difficulties that continually plague anti-spam legisla-
tion, highly restrictive legislation--even if perfectly effective-can have
clear ramifications for the freedom of speech. While the imperfections of
developing technology could lead to a few legitimate e-mails being lost or
the occasional spam message reaching an inbox, highly restrictive legisla-
tion may nonetheless lack efficacy and will always have the pernicious
potential to stifle free speech.

V. CONCLUSION

The decision in White Buffalo, although superfluous with respect to its
holding on preemption, was ultimately the correct one. That is, internet
service providers should have the freedom to adequately regulate the
commercial spain that is sent over its servers. Furthermore, illustrating a
heightened awareness of the relevant technological concerns, the Fifth
Circuit adeptly addressed the issues surrounding commercial free speech.
Yet the case also highlights more fundamental questions about how best to
deal with the ubiquitous spain phenomenon. A legislative framework has a
legitimate role as a partial solution in this dilemma. Although a legislative
scheme that attempts to stop spam at the source seems to have an intuitive
appeal, it is essential to address whether such a narrowly focused approach

101. Alepin, supra note 27, at 67-68.
102. Id. at 68.
103. See Hamel, supra note 6, at 1002.
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provides a realistic remedy. The inherent limitations that accompany a leg-
islative solution are paramount, particularly with respect to the upward
limit that the First Amendment plays on any legislative scheme intending
to stifle speech, commercial or otherwise. The genuine solution to spam
may be found by looking beyond the content of legislation, pursuing alter-
natives just as creatively as the resourceful and innovative spammers who
continue to cause the problem.
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